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Haptic Displays and Enhanced Ability to Learn a Second Language. 

 

 

Background 

 

Haptic displays originated around 1948, when the first mechanical force feedback master-

slave manipulator was developed in Argonne National Laboratory by Raymond Goertz. This 

master arm was the pioneer of what we know today as haptic displays (Goertz, 1954).  This 

manipulator allowed for individuals to augment the usage of tongs behind a shielded barrier. The 

name of the device was based on its ability to mimic the movement of the operator or ‘master’ in 

complete synchrony. This technology was further enhanced by realizing the necessity to 

incorporate computing platforms alongside haptic displays to increase a user’s overall work 

efficiency. This efficiency however does not have to solely be representative of work but can 

also be attributed to an individual’s ability to study and learn new concepts or skills.  

 

Fast forwarding to our current time frame we now have an evloution of computational 

platforms that enable us to work efficiently in a manner that is focused on increasing the return 

on investment of work and study (See image 1 below). There are currently three platforms, 

personal computer, mobile internet, and Virtual reality (VR) based on devices that can be 

incorporated into our vestures.  Because of this classification we can equally categorize haptics 

for displays into desktop, surface and wearables (Dangxiao et al., 2019). 

 

Image 1. 

 

 
 

Our area of interest in this subject falls on desktop haptics and how we as researchers can 

solve limitations surrounded around poor human computer interaction and whether or not 



individuals can increase their ability to successfully study and retain information regarding to 

learning a second language.  

 

Previous research has lain framework surrounding the utilization of haptic displays and 

interfaces. A study explored the potential of adding a haptic display to a three-dimensional 

chemical model to enhance students’ ability to understand the interactions of the complex 

molecules. During the study, individuals could switch between haptic mode and normal mode, in 

which haptic mode allowed participants to experience the interactions of the molecules such as 

its ability to pull together or repel each other. Prior to taking the study, 20 postgraduate students 

took a baseline test to score their understanding of protein-ligand recognition. After taking the 

quiz and participating in the study, participants than were asked to take a posttest to determine 

their change in scores. Scores were then compared between the haptic and normal group. Results 

of this study determined that the haptic display group had higher posttest scores than those in the 

normal group (Bivall et al., 2011). 

 

 

Research Question 

 

Our research will look to determine and investigate whether haptic displays will play a 

beneficial role in improving the overall efficacy of a second language learning program. 

Additionally, we would also like to determine whether different attributes of haptic displays and 

haptic desktops are more beneficial than others. We already hypothesize that haptic displays will 

increase test scores such as wit the 2011 study done by Bivall and colleagues. However, we are 

unsure of what attributes to the displays will be most beneficial to ensure we can create a system 

that is as cost efficient as possible to increase potential return on investments for manufacturers 

and mid-level retailers.  Image 2 below provided data on total revenue from haptic technology 

compared to overall device sales provided by IDTechEx research.  

 

 

Image 2.

 
 



 

 

Methods 

 

We propose that our study will include 150 undergraduate university students enrolled in 

modern language classes. Depending on the semester that the study takes place we will conduct 

the study in one of three languages: Spanish, German, or French.  Participants must self-identify 

as not having any pre-existing experience learning the specific language that pertains to the 

study. Prior to the study, participants will undertake a pre study test so that we may establish a 

baseline of the participants ability in the study specific modern language.  Participants will be 

broken down into three different groups of 50 each.  

 

One group will be referred to as the control group where they will take the class normally 

without any aid in the form of haptic displays.  

 

One of the other groups of students will be utilizing an encountered-type haptic display 

which will aid the user in the form of on demand haptic feedback (Mercado et al., 2021). This 

system allows for users to experience the sensation of touching specific elements in a virtual 

sense. 25 of the individuals when choosing incorrectly, they will experience a haptic feedback 

response and 25 participants in an opposing group will experience the feedback response when 

correctly answering a question.  

 

The final remaining 50 participants will be subjected to taking the class but with the aid 

of the windows icon’s menus pointer. This haptic display technology allows for individuals to 

use a mouse that is fashioned after a kinetic arm so it can gauge both motion control and force 

feedback between the user and the virtual environment. In this case it can also be used to gauge 

and measure the motivations and strategies individuals utilize when choosing options in a 

multiple-choice sense. The kinetic arm of the mouse can also provide haptic feedback to ‘award’ 

participants when they choose correctly with a slight squeezing sensation or handshake motion 

as its feedback (Dangxiao et al., 2019).  

 

After completing the semester long study, participants will be asked to take the same test 

they were given as a pretest to determine their baseline data. Data will then be collected and 

analyzed against the other conditions and ultimately against the control condition. Based on 

previous research we do anticipate that the haptic display groups will score higher than the 

control group, and we hypothesize that the haptic condition that will be most beneficial to be the 

encountered type.  
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